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MissouriABSTRACT Neurons communicate by releasing neurotransmitters that are stored in intracellular vesicular compartments.
PC12 cells are frequently used as a model secretory cell line that is described to have two subpools of vesicles: small clear ves-
icles and dense core vesicles. We measured transmitter molecules released from vesicles in NGF-differentiated PC12 cells us-
ing carbon-fiber amperometry, and relative diameters of individual vesicles using electron microscopy. Both amperometry and
electron micrograph data were analyzed by statistical and machine learning methods for Gaussian mixture models. An electron
microscopy size correction algorithm was used to predict and correct for observation bias of vesicle size due to tangential slices
through some vesicles. Expectation maximization algorithms were used to perform maximum likelihood estimation for the
Gaussian parameters of different populations of vesicles, and were shown to be better than histogram and cumulative distribu-
tion function methods for analyzing mixed populations. The Bayesian information criterion was used to determine the most likely
number of vesicle subpools observed in the amperometric and electron microscopy data. From this analysis, we show that there
are three major subpools, not two, of vesicles stored and released from PC12 cells. The three subpools of vesicles include small
clear vesicles and two subpools of dense core vesicles, a small and a large dense core vesicle subpool. Using PC12 cells stably
transfected with short-hairpin RNA targeted to synaptotagmin I, an exocytotic Ca2þ sensor, we show that the presence and
release of the small dense core vesicle subpool is dependent on synaptotagmin I. Furthermore, synaptotagmin I also plays a
role in the formation and/or maintenance of the small dense core vesicle subpool in PC12 cells.INTRODUCTIONNeurons communicate with target tissues and other neurons
at chemical synapses by releasing membrane-bound vesi-
cles in response to an increase in intracellular calcium
(Ca2þ). Both neurons and neurosecretory cells release
chemical neurotransmitter molecules from small clear vesi-
cles (SCV) and/or dense-core vesicles (DCV) depending on
the cell type (for review, see Salio et al. (1)). The two vesicle
types differ in their transmitter molecules stored and
released. For instance, SCVs contain small soluble molecule
transmitters that include acetylcholine and catecholamines
such as dopamine and norepinephrine (2–5). These vesicles
appear as electron-translucent, or clear when viewed with an
electron microscope. DCVs have an electron-dense core that
contains a matrix of peptides (6). The DCVs also store small
molecule transmitters including catecholamines that are
bound within the matrix of the vesicle and that remain freely
soluble in the halo region surrounding the dense core (7).
Although the frequency and strength of stimulation regu-
lates which types of vesicles are released (8–12), it is
accepted that both types of vesicles are released in response
to an increase in intracellular Ca2þ and require the SNARE
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Pang and Su¨dhof (14)). The SNARE complex is composed
of a vesicular protein synaptobrevin 2 (also called VAMP-
2) and two plasma membrane proteins, syntaxin 1A and
SNAP-25 (synaptosome-associated protein of 25 kDa)
(14). As a further level of differential and/or regulatory
control of vesicle release, synaptotagmin (syt) isoforms
that exhibit different Ca2þ affinities and fusion kinetics
may also regulate release of the different vesicle types
(15). The primary syt isoform is reported to function as a
neuronal and neuroendocrine Ca2þ sensor syt I (16,17).
Although vesicles are considered as two distinct and uni-
form subtypes (i.e., SCVs and DCVs), the DCVs are more
likely a discontinuous subpool of vesicles ranging in size.
The idea of a discontinuous subpool of DCVs was first
proposed by Gorgas and Bo¨ck (18), in 1976, where they
observed bimodality in the diameters of noradrenaline-con-
taining vesicles in mouse chromaffin cells. More recently,
Koval et al. (19) reported distinct subpools of DCVs based
solely on morphometric analysis in norepinephrine-contain-
ing bovine chromaffin cells. They identified five distinct
subpools, but the two most abundant subpools were called
large dense-core granules and large dense-core vesicles
of rodlike shape that comprised 72 and 20% of vesicles,
respectively. Other studies have considered spatially segre-
gated subpools of DCV in the Retzius neuron of the leechhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.10.060
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the DCVs released from the axon terminal (20). When a
comparison was made between size of vesicles and compo-
sition of syt isoforms, Zhang et al. (15) found that vesicles
associated with the two most abundant syt isoforms (I and
IX) differed in diameter. In 2005, Grabner et al. (21) pre-
sented compelling evidence of two separate subpools of
DCVs in mouse chromaffin cells using a combination of
electron microscopy and amperometric methods.
In mouse chromaffin cells, DCVs are divided into two
subpools based on rate of release, a readily releasable
pool and a slowly releasable pool of DCVs (22). These
two subpools of vesicles are distinguished from each other
because the readily releasable pool can be completely abol-
ished by knocking down syt I. Furthermore, in bovine adre-
nal chromaffin cells, DCVs are spatially segregated by age
of the vesicles, with the most newly formed DCVs found
at the periphery of the cellular membranes and proposed
to be part of the readily releasable pool; whereas, the older
DCVs are found further from the membrane and selectively
released by Ba2þ (23).
In previous work, vesicle subpools were modeled as
Gaussian functions (15,20,21,24). The Gaussian distribution
is a natural choice for a fitting function because it has sym-
metrical exponential tails, a property present in many natu-
ral distributions. Because error usually follows a Gaussian
distribution, it is the default distribution choice in most sta-
tistical analysis software. However, the shape of the distri-
bution of vesicles observed in most data, including data
we report here and data that others have reported previously,
is not a property of measurement error and does not appear
to be a random Gaussian continuum of vesicle sizes. In fact,
vesicle data appear to follow distinct non-Gaussian distribu-
tions. Previously, the nature of the non-Gaussian and peaked
distributions of vesicles has been observed by Fox (25). In
that electron microscopy study of Torpedo electric organ
cells, the peakedness of vesicle subpools could be easily
lost by increased human error in the analysis of electron
micrographs (25).
To date, most studies investigating distinct subpools of
vesicles have been performed in PC12 cells, an immortal-
ized neurosecretory cell line derived from rat adrenal chro-
maffin cells, with subpools of vesicles distinguished based
on the size observed from electron micrographs (18–21).
Additionally, some studies have reported the amount of
transmitter released by vesicle fusion detected with amper-
ometry (21,24). In amperometry, the quantity of transmitter
released from a vesicle, or the quantal size, directly relates
to the charge (Q) of the vesicle, and can act as a surrogate
for the volume of the vesicle if the concentration of cate-
cholamines in a population of vesicles is assumed to be con-
stant. To use the charge of the vesicle content as a variable
with a direct mathematical relationship to diameter, the
charge is converted to the cubed root of charge (Q1/3)
to account for volume of the vesicle (20,21,26,27). Onedrawback to using amperometric data is that SCVs are indis-
tinguishable from DCVs because both vesicle types contain
catecholamines. However, amperometry can be utilized to
investigate release kinetics of vesicles. Previously, little
distinction has been made for release kinetics for variously
sized vesicles other than the relationship reported by Grab-
ner et al. (21) that small DCVs may have a half-width
directly related to quantal size, whereas larger DCVs have
a generally shorter half-width.
Here, we report a non-Gaussian, kurtotic fit of the larger
DCV subpool measured by morphology with electron mi-
croscopy or measured by released transmitter molecules
with amperometry. From analysis and kurtotic fitting, we
report two distinct DCV subpools: a large DCV (lgDCV)
and a small DCV (smDCV) subpool, as well as the SCVs
found within differentiated secretory PC12 cells. Further-
more, when syt I was specifically targeted by RNAi, the
smDCV subpool was lost. These data suggest that syt I is
not only preferentially localized to the smDCVs, but also
regulates synthesis, trafficking, and/or maintenance of
smDCVs.MATERIALS AND METHODS
These data were fitted and analyzed by a believed-novel application of
fitting methodologies using previously acquired and published ampero-
metric data (28–30). Therefore, the methods for the stable syt I knockdown
with RNAi, cell cultures, and amperometry are briefly described below
with reference to the previously published details.Cell culture and stable knockdown
Rat PC12 cells were maintained in culture according to standard methods
(28). Stably transfected cells were established as described previously
(28,31) with standard stable transfection methods and selection procedures
for cells that incorporated plasmids with an insert designed to specifically
target syt I (shRNA-syt I) (28). The stable syt I knockdown cells, control
knockdown, and untransfected cells were compared throughout the previ-
ous work and exhibited no off-target knockdown effects (28–30,32).
Here, all results are reported from 100% syt I knockdown and untransfected
control (wild-type, WT) cells (28,30,32). For all experiments described,
cells were treated with 200 ng/mL nerve growth factor (NGF; 2.5S grade
II from mouse submaxillary gland; Roche, Indianapolis, IN) for 5–12 days.Amperometric recording
Cells were replated to coverslips and cultured overnight. As described pre-
viously, cells were preloaded with 200 nM norepinephrine (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO) for 2–5 h at 37C (28,30). Recordings were conducted with
6-mm carbon fiber electrodes using adherent cells exposed to constant
and uniform perfusion (~1 mL/min) for 5–10 min with HBSS (Hank’s buff-
ered salt solution). Recording was begun during the HBSS perfusion for
~20 s during recording for basal release before changing to a high
(50 mM) Kþ solution for stimulation of transmitter release for the
remainder of the 4-min recording period. The high Kþ buffered saline so-
lution contained 50 mM KCl, 87 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2,
10 mM D-glucose, and 12 mM HEPES (pH ¼ 7.3). All experiments
were performed at ambient temperature, 22–24C. The amperometric
signal was low-pass filtered at 2 kHz (8-pole Bessel; Warner Instruments,Biophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849
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Austin, TX) was interfaced with custom-written software (graciously pro-
vided by Dr. Aaron P. Fox, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL), acquired
at 10 kHz, and stored on a personal computer.
Root-mean-square (RMS) noise was typically <1 pA. The detection
threshold for an event was set for five times the baseline RMS noise level,
and no trace was analyzed with RMS noise >2.5 pA. To be certain that all
of the events were due to full fusion of vesicle content, we limited analysis
to single spikes with a maximal rise time of 11.5 ms measured from 10% to
90% of peak amplitude, and well-fitted with exponential fall times. No
events were included that had either a prespike foot or a standalone foot.
Half-width was measured as the width of the event at one-half of the
peak current. Charge (Q measured in pC) per release event was determined
as area under individual amperometric spikes. Charge is thought to directly
represent the number of electrons transferred from catecholamines at a stoi-
chiometric rate of two electrons per molecule, and is therefore directly
related to quantal size (33). The cubed root of charge (Q1/3) directly relates
to vesicle diameter, and is an unskewed distribution (34).Electron microscopy
Cells were pelleted by centrifugation and fixed with 3.5% glutaraldehyde in
0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.25) containing 5% sucrose and 2 mM
calcium chloride for 16 h at 4C. Cell pellets were washed in 0.1 M sodium
cacodylate buffer containing 5% sucrose (this and all subsequent steps up to
polymerization were at room temperature) and postfixed in 1% osmium te-
troxide in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer containing 5% sucrose for 3 h.
Cell pellets were then washed twice in distilled water, incubated for 1 h
in 2% aqueous uranyl acetate, dehydrated through graded ethanols to
100%, rinsed twice in propylene oxide, and infiltrated with a 1:1 mixture
of Polybed resin (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) and propylene oxide for
3 h. The cell pellets were then incubated in fresh Polybed resin for 3 h,
transferred to BEEM capsules filled with fresh resin, and polymerized over-
night at 70C. Ultrathin sections (0.05 mm) were cut with a diamond knife
using an Ultracut E ultramicrotome (Reichert, Depew, NY), collected on
200 mesh copper grids, poststained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate,
and viewed and photographed with a 100CX transmission electron micro-
scope (JEOL, Peabody, MA). Micrographs were saved as TIFF files and
analyzed with the software IMAGEJ (National Institutes of Health, Be-
thesda, MD) to measure the vesicle diameter at the widest location in the
cross section of each individual vesicle.Electron microscopy size correction
The observation of spherical objects such as vesicles in tissue sections is
inherently skewed because of two sources of microscopy bias: 1), large
spheres are more likely to be observed; and 2), some spheres will not be
sliced through their midline, and therefore a diameter less than true will
be measured (35–37). We corrected for these errors using algorithms based
on equations that relate true vesicle sizes to biased observation as proposed
by Feuerverger et al. (35), which are described in detail in Section S1 in the
Supporting Material. The MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA) function to perform this correction is supplied in the Supporting
Material. In simulated data, the correction algorithm approached the true
distribution as the number of observations increased (see Section S1 in
the Supporting Material).Weighted data algorithms for size-corrected
electron microscopy data
A challenge of using the Feuerverger algorithm is that each observation has
a corrected weight value, rather than all observations having equal weight
as is the case for standard raw data. Kernel density estimators (KDEs)Biophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849were used to plot data with weights given to each kernel (MATLAB)
(38). Gaussian mixture algorithms are not designed to fit weighted data,
so we designed an expectation maximization algorithm for the corrected
data that proved to be consistent with uniform weight algorithms. Addition-
ally, to consider potential non-Gaussian shapes with the corrected electron
microscopy diameter data, a cumulative distribution function (CDF) algo-
rithm was designed to fit weighted data.Vesicle population analysis
The vesicle diameter, charge, and half-width data obtained fromWTand syt
I knockdown cells were observed with KDEs, and discussed in more detail
in Section S2 in the Supporting Material. KDEs have been used for at least
30 years, and have slowly been adopted as a preferred method of fitting data
over a histogram because KDEs better represent the continuity of the data.
A KDE aims to balance the same two issues as a histogram: stochastic noise
with bins that are too small, and data loss with bins that are too large. A
KDE forms a continuous function representing the relative frequency of
data in the same way a histogram plot does; however, in a KDE each
data point is smoothed into the overall curve rather than being lumped
into a specific bin. KDEs for the data were generated using the kernel
smooth density estimate function (MATLAB, ksdensity(x)).
A primary aspect of this article focuses on finding clusters of data repre-
senting subpools of vesicles within the data sets. For observing the non-
Gaussian shapes in the data, both a histogram method and a CDF fitting
method were used. For previously published data, the histogram method
is the most commonly used method for fitting populations. The histogram
method was performed by binning our data with the optimal bin width
of 3.49sN1/3 (39), to avoid the inconsistency involved with arbitrarily
picking a bin size. Gaussian distributions (Eq. 1) were then fitted to the
histograms with the ORIGINPRO peak analysis program (OriginLab,
Northampton, MA). A variant of this method is the CDF method that
uses the cumulative sum of the data (39,40). This method has an inherent
advantage over the histogram method: it uses the value of every data point,
in contrast to a histogram, which sums data points together into bins and
loses the value of each data point. After forming a cumulative distribution
of the data, the algorithm fits one or more cumulative Gaussian functions to
the data. The cumulative Gaussian distribution is an integral of the Gaussian
distribution.
The analysis in Section S3 in the Supporting Material shows that the CDF
method is more accurate than the histogrammethod (see Fig. S3, B–E). Two
variants of the CDF method were also developed for specific tasks:
1. A CDF method was developed that fits exponential power (EP) functions
to populations of vesicles to estimate the amount of kurtosis in each pop-
ulation (see Fig. 3 C).
2. A CDF algorithm was developed that uses weighted data so that it could
fit the EP functions to the electron microscopy data (see Fig. 3 D).
The CDFmethod is effective at matching functions to the shape of data, and
was used only for this purpose.
To determine the number of populations of vesicles in our data,
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was used. One advantage of
MLE is it considers the likelihood of each data point falling into a Gaussian
cluster, rather than matching the shape of the data frequency to a Gaussian
curve. Our results in Section S3 in the Supporting Material show that MLE
is better at finding overlapping populations in data (see Fig. S3, B–E). A
second advantage is that MLE inherently calculates the likelihood of a
model, which is a more direct and reliable method than looking at residual
sum of squares for a model (41). This permits a better comparison of
models (described below in Statistical Analysis).
We found the maximum likelihood of each model using the expectation
maximization algorithm (referred to here as an expectation maximization
algorithm (EMA) rather than the typical EM algorithm to avoid confusion
with electron microscopy) (42). EMA is an iterative algorithm that finds
the most likely distribution of clusters for a dataset quickly, by at least an
Syt I and Small Dense Core Vesicles 2841order-of-magnitude faster than the histogram and CDF methods. The EMA
can easily be implemented on data (MATLAB: obj ¼ gmdistribution.fit(da-
ta,K), where K represents the desired number of clusters in the data that the
algorithm should find).
For the corrected and weighted electron microscopy data, a new EMA
was developed because no EMAs were available to implement with
weighted data. The weighted EMA was verified to be consistent with the
EMA in the software MATLAB (not shown).Statistical analysis
To determine the most likely number of populations of vesicles in the data
sets, statistical analysis was utilized. Likeliness tests termed ‘‘information
criteria’’ were used to compare how well the various models fit the data.
In this case, our model is one or more Gaussian distributions mixed
together. Fundamentally, higher-order models of the same form will always
fit data better than lower-order models. Therefore, adding another popula-
tion to the fitting algorithm allows the algorithm to more closely fit all of the
data points. Information criteria balance this tendency by penalizing higher-
order models (i.e., models with more populations).
The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is the best information crite-
rion for selecting the most likely number of Gaussian populations in a
mixture of continuous data (43).
BIC ¼ 2  lnðLÞ þ k  lnðnÞ: (1)
The BIC value is calculated by Eq. 1, where L is likeliness of a model, k is
the number of parameters in a model, and n is the number of observations.BIC is not an absolute statement for the number of populations correct for a
data set; instead, it is designed to provide advice to a decision maker (44).
For example, some of our models had BICs in the range of 1  104, and
others were in the range of 1  103. The absolute value of a BIC has no
importance, but the difference between the BICs for different models of
the same data set is important. The model with the lowest BIC is considered
the best model, and the difference between a candidate model and the best
model is typically referred to as DBIC, where DBIC ¼ BICCandidate 
BICBest. A model with a DBIC > 10 has essentially no likeliness, so we
only considered models with DBIC <10 (41). If multiple models had a
DBIC <10, then each of these models was evaluated as a potential for
the true fit based on the locations, shapes, and sizes of the populations of
vesicles (41,44).
Our results in Section S3 in the Supporting Material show that BIC, when
used with the EMA, scores the correct number of populations with a DBIC
<10 between 40 and 100% of the time, and increases in accuracy with the
size of the dataset (see Fig. S3 G). The BIC of a model can be calculated
with the MATLAB function obj.BIC, where obj is the fitting object calcu-
lated from gmdistribution.fit (as in Fig. 2 B, later, where the DBIC for the
populations of vesicles is shown for amperometry). For corrected electron
microscopy data, we calculated the BIC using the number of corrected data
points with a weight greater than zero as the n, because these are the only
data points used to form the distribution of the corrected data. Section S1 in
the Supporting Material shows each type of statistical method used in this
analysis (see also Table S1).RESULTS
Vesicle subpool identification with electron
microscopy data
SCV and DCV were visually identifiable within the cytosol
of PC12 cells. The DCV were clearly identified by an elec-
tron-dense core, and SCV were much smaller with clear
centers (Fig. 1 A). From three independent experiments,
we measured individual vesicle diameters from 29WT cells.A total of 235 SCVand 931 DCV diameters were measured
(Fig. 1 B, raw data). To compare the raw data to the cor-
rected data, the magnitude of the raw data histogram bars
was scaled to match the true vesicle frequency of the cor-
rected data of 117.7 (a.u.) for SCV data and 258.5 (a.u.)
for DCV data. A KDE of the corrected data shows a clear
size difference between the SCV and DCV, as expected
(Fig. 1 B, corrected data). The DBIC strongly suggests
that SCVs are best fit by one Gaussian distribution (Fig. 1
C). The DBIC for DCV strongly suggests two populations
of vesicles, and is less supportive of three populations of
DCVs (Fig. 1 C). Two Gaussian curves fit the DCV well
(Fig. 1 D). The third Gaussian added to the DCV primarily
accounts for the rapid rise in the vesicle frequency that oc-
curs at ~80 nm diameter (Fig. 1 E). This third population
does not substantially improve the fit of the Gaussian
mixture, and it can most likely be explained as a slight arti-
fact of the correction algorithm (see Section S1 in the Sup-
porting Material). During electron micrograph analysis,
smaller diameter tangential slices of vesicles are less likely
to be recorded by the observer, resulting in a steep rising
slope of the frequency of vesicles. This observation bias is
noted by Feuerverger et al. (35) to slightly affect the fre-
quency distribution shape for the smallest corrected diame-
ters, but does not hinder the correction algorithm from
approaching the true distribution.Vesicle subpool identification with amperometry
data
Vesicle release events were measured from 29 independent
WT cells stimulated by depolarization with 50 mM KCl and
detected with carbon fiber amperometry (Fig. 2 A). A total
of 2925 individual amperometric release events were used
in the data set to form the distribution of Q1/3. The distribu-
tion has a rapid exponential rise at ~0.3 pC1/3, forms a
plateau, and then has a slower exponential fall to ~0.8
pC1/3 (Fig. 2, C and D). The DBIC suggests that the distri-
bution is best fit by four Gaussian populations, but lends
support to three populations of vesicles (Fig. 2 B). With
direct observation of the three- and four-population fits
(Fig. 2, C and D, respectively), it is clear that both fits are
fitting three similar populations to the data, and the fourth
fit (area 0.5%, line falling along the x axis) is fitting some
outliers with Q1/3 >0.85 pC1/3(~15 vesicles). Bootstrap re-
sampling confirmed the robustness of the fourth subpool
of vesicles (see Section S5, Table S2, and Fig. S4 A in the
Supporting Material). We do not propose that these outliers
are caused by error, measurement, or otherwise, but are
instead explained by the following theories:
1. The lgDVC subpool has more kurtosis than a Gaussian
distribution, and therefore, to best fit the heavier tail of
a population with higher kurtosis, another Gaussian
curve is necessary; andBiophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849
FIGURE 1 SCVs consist of one subpool of ves-
icles, and DCVs consist of two subpools. (A) A
representative electron micrograph shows SCVs
(arrows) and DCVs (asterisks) are common in
the cytosol of PC12 cells near the plasma mem-
brane. The 235 SCVs and 931 DCVs observed in
29 WT PC12 cells were corrected using the size al-
gorithm, effectively resulting in 117.7 SCV and
258.5 DCV observed through their centers. (B)
Raw and corrected vesicle data show that SCVs
have a near-symmetrical shape, whereas DCVs
have a tail to the right. (C) The minimum DBIC
for SCVs suggests one subpool of vesicles,
whereas the minimum DBIC for DCVs suggests
two or possibly three subpools of vesicles. (D)
Two Gaussians appear to fit the DCVs well, sug-
gesting a small (smDCV), and a large (lgDCV)
subpool of DCVs. (E) Adding a third population
to the DCVs accounts for the rapid rise in vesicle
frequency at ~80 nm, likely an effect of the size-
correction algorithm; however, it does not appear
to be a better fit for the DCVs.
2842 Adams and Harkins2. This fourth population is fitting a fourth, more scarce
population of vesicles. For either explanation of the
fourth population, use of four populations was a better
fit and we used the parameters of the three more abun-
dant subpools from this fit in our subsequent analysis.Shape of distributions of vesicle subpools
When we fit Gaussian curves to amperometric Q1/3 data for
the WT cells using the histogram method, we found an un-
expected result: the fourth Gaussian population was fit
directly beneath the lgDCV subpool (Fig. 3 A). To deter-
mine whether this identical placement of populations was
an anomaly, we fitted the data with the CDF method.
Both the histogram and the CDF methods fit populations
to data by having the population mixture pass closelyBiophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849through the data points by minimizing the residual sum of
squares. However, in the case of the CDF method, the
CDF Gaussian functions are fit through the integral of the
data. Again, we found that the CDF method fit a smaller
population directly below the lgDCV subpool (Fig. 3 B).
Bootstrap resampling was performed using the histogram
and CDF method to confirm the robustness of the lgDCV
subpool peak (see Fig. S4 B). If this fourth Gaussian curve
is part of the lgDCV subpool, the mixture of the two popu-
lations produces a single distribution with a prominent cusp
at the mean. Distributions with heavy tails or cusped peaks
have higher kurtosis, a measure of the peakedness of the
data.
To best identify the distribution that should be used for
the lgDCV subpools, the populations representing the cusps
were standardized on each lgDCV subpool, then scaled andFIGURE 2 Observed by amperometry measure-
ments, vesicles fall into three subpools. (A) A
representative amperometric recording from a
stimulated (arrow) PC12 cell that has a total of
153 release events shown by individual ampero-
metric spikes. (B) The minimum DBIC suggests
three or four populations of vesicles. (C) Plots of
event frequency versus Q1/3 shows a rapid expo-
nential rise in event frequency beginning at 0.2
pC1/3, a plateau between 0.4 and 0.5 pC1/3, and a
slow exponential decay out to 0.9 pC1/3. Three
Gaussians appear to fit the data well, suggesting
a SCV, smDCV, and lgDCV subpool of vesicles.
(D) Adding a fourth population to fit the data
(line that sits just above the x axis) only adds a
scarce population that appears to account for a
few higher diameter vesicles.
FIGURE 3 The lgDCV subpool is best fit by a
curve with more kurtosis than a Gaussian distribu-
tion. (A) Histogram method. (B) CDF method,
similar to the histogram method, but more accu-
rate when both were used to fit distributions of
event frequency data versus the Q1/3 data. We fit
the amperometric data with four populations using
these two algorithms. Both algorithms found a
fourth population directly below the lgDCV sub-
pool. When the fourth population was combined
with the lgDCV subpool, a new lgDCV distribu-
tion was formed with more kurtosis than a
Gaussian fit (kurtosis ¼ 0). (B, inset) The two
lgDCV distributions with their cusps are overlaid
and the shape of the fourth population combined
with the lgDCV subpool appears closer to a Lap-
lace distribution (kurtosis ¼ 3). (C) A newly
developed CDF algorithm that uses exponential
power (EP) distributions was used to fit the
lgDCV subpool in the amperometric dataset
with a kurtosis of 1.3, whereas the smaller sub-
pools were fit with distributions closer to
Gaussian (kurtosis ¼ 0). (D) Using the new
weighted CDF algorithm from panel C, the lgDCV subpool from the corrected diameter vesicle data obtained by electron microscopy was also better
fit with an EP CDF method that has a higher kurtosis (kurtosis ¼ 0.6) than a Gaussian distribution.
TABLE 1 Measured parameters for the three subpools of
vesicles
SCV smDCV lgDCV
Quantal content 0.355 0.04
1/3
0.475 0.07
1/3
0.595 0.10
1/3
Syt I and Small Dense Core Vesicles 2843compared (Fig. 3 B, inset). The distributions have exponen-
tial tails like the Gaussian distribution, and a linear trajec-
tory at the cusp, which describes the Laplace distribution.
However, the distribution was not quite as peaked as the
Laplace distribution.
The EP distribution (Eq. 2) has one more degree of
freedom than the Gaussian distribution, where b is a variable
that directly controls kurtosis. The EP distribution represents
a spectrum of distributions including the Laplace (kurtosis¼
3) and the Gaussian (kurtosis ¼ 0). The optimized fit of the
amperometry data set was found by using the CDF method
with the EP distribution. It shows that lgDCVs have distribu-
tions with more kurtosis than a Gaussian curve (Fig. 3 C),
whereas the SCV and smDCV subpools were best fit by a
Gaussian curve. Additionally, the corrected DCV electron
microscopy diameter data were fit with EP distributions
(Fig. 3D). Again, the lgDCVswere best fit with a distribution
with more kurtosis than a Gaussian, whereas the smDCVs
were best fit with a Gaussian,
f ðxÞ ¼ 1
2
þ sgnðx  mÞ 
g
"
1
b
;

jxmj
a
b#
2Gð1=bÞ ; (2)
where G is the gamma function (Eq. 2), and g is the incom-
plete gamma function.pC pC pC
Catecholamine
molecules
1.38  105
molecules
3.15  105
molecules
6.52  105
molecules
Vesicle diameter 48.75 13 nm 1095 13 nm 1455 29 nm
Vesicle volume 0.06  1018 L 0.68  1018 L 1.60  1018 L
Catecholamine
concentration
3.79 M 0.77 M 0.68 MCatecholamine concentrations in the vesicle
subpools
The parameters of SCVs, smDCVs, and lgDCVs from the
optimal fits of the measurements with electron microscopy(Fig. 1 D) and amperometry (Fig. 2 D) are shown in Table
1. Measured data are shown as mean 5 standard deviation
of the subpool. The quantity of catecholamine molecules per
vesicle was calculated from the amperometry waveforms
using N ¼ Q/ne, where N is the number of molecules, Q
is the charge of the spike, n is the number of electrons (2)
gained per reduced catecholamine, and e is the charge of
an electron (1.6  1019 C). The mean estimation of the
EMA is highly accurate for these data set sizes with 2–3%
error determined by simulations shown in Fig. S3 D.
Although vesicles are not perfectly spherical, for this
purpose we assumed they are spherical, so the volume was
estimated using V ¼ 4/3 p r3, where V is volume and r
is the radius of a vesicle. The molar concentration of cate-
cholamines in the vesicle was calculated from the volume
and number of molecules per vesicle. Not surprisingly,
the smDCVs and lgDCVs were estimated to have similar
molar concentrations of catecholamines, ~0.77 and 0.68
M, respectively, supporting other studies that suggest
transmitter concentration remains consistent as DCV sizeBiophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849
2844 Adams and Harkinschanges (20,21,45,46). However, SCV had approximately
five times higher molar concentration of catecholamines
per vesicle than DCV, at 3.79 M. The higher concentration
of catecholamines in SCV may be due to occupation of
the vesicle interior by fewer of the other noncatecholamine
molecules, such as the proteins that comprise the dense core
in DCVs.Effect of syt I knockdown on vesicle subpools
Previously, we showed that stable syt I knockdown PC12
cells express essentially no syt I protein (28). Using this sta-
ble cell line, we also showed previously that the other ex-
pressed endogenous syt isoforms and SNARE proteins are
not altered in their expression levels with stable syt I
knockdown (28,47). From two independent morphology
experiments using electron microscopy, individual vesicle
diameters were measured from 31 cells that had syt I pro-
tein targeted for knockdown (Fig. 4 A). A total of 494
SCV and 564 DCV diameters were measured (Fig. 4 B,
raw data). To compare the raw data to the corrected data,
the magnitude of the raw data histogram bars was scaled
to match the true vesicle frequency of the corrected data
of 248.2 (a.u.) for SCV data and 128.4 (a.u.) for DCV
data. In contrast to the WT cells, where DCVs outnumbered
SCV 2:1, in syt I knockdown cells the SCVs outnumbered
the DCVs by 2:1 (Fig. 4 B). The corrected SCVs in the syt I
knockdown cells have similar diameters to the WT cells. InFIGURE 4 The smDCVs were reduced relative to lgDCVs with syt I pro-
tein stably knocked down. (A) A representative electron micrograph of a syt
I knockdown PC12 cell shows SCVs (arrows) and DCVs (asterisks). (B)
The corrected WT electron microscopy data from Fig 1 B is shown to
compare to the raw and corrected vesicle diameter data. Syt I knockdown
causes a reduction in the smDCV subpool compared to WT cells.
Biophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849contrast, the corrected DCVs are altered by specific target-
ing of syt I. Corrected DCVs that have diameters <115 nm
are completely abolished, whereas corrected DCVs that
have diameters >140 nm are unaffected in frequency of
occurrence. Thus, the smDCV subpool appears abolished
whereas the lgDCV subpool remains intact in syt I knock-
down cells.
To confirm the electron microscopy data, we analyzed
the amperometric data from the same sets of stably tar-
geted syt I knockdown cells. As expected, evoked release
of vesicles measured with amperometry is strongly affected
by targeting a primary Ca2þ sensor, syt I, that had com-
plete knockdown of syt I protein (28). In a previous report,
we showed the number of release events is linearly depen-
dent on syt I expression (see Fig. 3 A in Papke et al. (30)).
In the case where syt I is completely knocked down in
expression, as is the case here, only 20%, on average, of
the number of amperometric events per recording are ob-
tained compared to WT cells (Fig. 5 A). From 13 record-
ings that had at least 10 detectable release events, we
analyzed a total of 335 individual spikes. When the data
were analyzed using the fitting methods presented here,
we found that, as in the electron microscopy data with
the same set of syt I targeted cells, the distribution of ves-
icles is no longer three populations, but rather two popula-
tions (Fig. 5 B).
The event frequency of the syt I knockdown amperometry
data was scaled to compare to the amperometry WT data
(Fig. 5 C). From the distribution of the release events de-
tected from syt I targeted cells, the shape of the scaled dis-
tribution appears similar to that of the WT cells. The
distributions appear to differ visually in the range from
0.45 to 0.55 pC1/3, where the syt I knockdown cells exhibit
a slight reduction in event frequency (Fig. 5 C). Addition-
ally, when the DBIC was performed, it suggested only two
populations of vesicles are present in the amperometry
data recorded from syt I knockdown cells, with only slight
support of a third population (Fig. 5 B). Direct observation
of the fits shows two Gaussian populations fit the rising
and falling edges of the data (Fig. 5 D). Interestingly, adding
a third population to the data only adds to the tail of the
lgDCV subpool (Fig. 5 E).
As discussed above, this may be because the lgDCV sub-
pool is best fit by a distribution with more kurtosis than the
Gaussian distribution, which was the case when the data
were best fit with a highly kurtotic population (Fig. 5 F).
In the mixture with three populations, EMA fits of the syt
I knockdown data (Fig. 5 E) show that the larger vesicle
population has a mean of 0.56 pC1/3 and the smaller vesicle
population has a mean of 0.41 pC1/3. In the WT cell data
shown in Table 1, the three subpools of vesicles had means
of 0.35, 0.47, and 0.59 pC1/3, respectively. Therefore, in the
syt I targeted cells, the smaller of the two vesicle popula-
tions has a mean that is halfway between the SCV and
smDCV subpool means for WT cells, and the larger of the
FIGURE 5 Syt I knockdown dramatically re-
duces the number of release events. (A) A repre-
sentative amperometric recording obtained from
a stably transfected syt I knockdown PC12 cell
shows a reduction in release events, 53 for this
example, after stimulation (arrow). (B) The mini-
mum DBIC for the syt I knockdown amperometry
data suggests two or possibly three populations of
vesicles. (C) The event frequency of the data from
syt I knockdown PC12 cells was scaled to match
the falling edge of the WT event frequency. The
primary area of event frequency reduction in the
syt I knockdown cell data appears to be between
0.45 and 0.6 pC1/3. (D) The event frequency is
well matched by two populations. (E) The third
population fit suggests that the data may actually
be better fit by an lgDCV distribution with heavier
tails, such as the distribution discussed in Fig. 3 for
the lgDCV subpool with higher kurtosis. (F) The
EP function-fitting algorithm fit the larger vesicles
with a highly kurtotic EP distribution, whereas the
smaller vesicles are better fit with a Gaussian
(kurtosis ¼ 0).
Syt I and Small Dense Core Vesicles 2845two populations in the syt I targeted cells is similar to the
lgDCV subpool of the WT cell.
If the vesicles were synthesized normally, but not
released due to targeting of syt I protein, then we would
expect only the amperometry data to reveal two popula-
tions of vesicles. However, because the electron micro-
scopy data also shows only two populations of vesicles
for the syt I targeted cells, together these data suggest
that one of the smaller vesicle subpools, most likely the
smDCVs, have been lost in synthesis, trafficking, matura-
tion, or maintenance.Effect of syt I knockdown on vesicle release
kinetics
Individual amperometry events are frequently analyzed in
terms of number of events, size, and kinetics to include pa-
rameters such as rise-time, half-width, and falling phase. In
addition to analyzing Q1/3, we compared the relationship of
Q1/3 with rise time, peak amplitude, half-width, and the
first exponential falling phase using two-dimensional
KDE graphs. Half-width compared to Q1/3 had two tails
of data as Q1/3 increased, where one tail showed a direct
correlation with Q1/3 and the other tail had a relatively
constant half-width of ~7 ms (Fig. 6 A). Using a two-
dimensional EMA, DBIC (data not shown) suggested that
four Gaussian clusters of data are the best fit (Fig. 6 A).
The fourth cluster is a smaller subset (6.8%) Gaussian fit
that is likely detecting the most scarce, but largestquantal-sized vesicles, similar to the best fit for Q1/3
in Fig. 2 D. The remaining three abundant populations
have mean Q1/3 from left to right of 0.36, 0.47, and 0.52
pC1/3, which we hypothesize correspond to the SCVs,
smDCVs, and lgDCVs, respectively. The representative
spikes with the mean half-width and Q1/3 of each cluster
are apparently distinct (Fig. 6 B). Specifically, the large
quantal size and short half-width of lgDCV result in high
peak amplitudes, whereas the SCV has a narrow half-width
compared to the similar-sized peak of the smDCV with a
wider half-width.
As described above, release of vesicles was reduced by
knocking down syt I expression with RNAi. The kinetic
characteristics of vesicle release were also significantly
affected. The half-width of the release events from syt I
knockdown cells is shifted to the right by several millisec-
onds (Fig. 6 C). The 1.2-ms increase in average half-width
in our data after syt I knockdown (13% increase from 8.9
to 10.1 ms) appears to be due to an average increase in
rise time (0.6 ms; 38% increase from 1.5 to 2.1 ms) and
the average increase in fall time (0.7 ms; 9.5% increase
from 7.8 ms to 8.4 ms). Interestingly, rise time and fall
time contributed similarly to the increase in overall half-
width, signifying a slower vesicle fusion rate and smaller
fusion pore in syt I knockdown cells. However, as a percent
change, rise time was the most affected by loss of syt I
expression. Representative syt I knockdown SCV and
DCV spikes (Fig. 6 D) with average half-widths (9.5 and
10.9 ms, respectively) and Q1/3 (0.41 and 0.57, respectively)Biophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849
FIGURE 6 The three vesicle subpools are
further distinguished by the rate of vesicle fusion.
(A) WT PC12 amperometric data are plotted on a
two-dimensional KDE contour plot. The two-vari-
able expectation maximization algorithm (EMA)
found that the optimal fit for the data included three
populations consistent with SCV, smDCV, and
lgDCV subpools of vesicles, and a fourth high
quantal content, but scarcer subpool, of vesicles
(consistent with the analysis in Fig 2). Three sub-
pools of vesicles are more easily distinguished
while looking at the event frequency of half-width
versus Q1/3. The half-width of the SCVand lgDCV
appear uncorrelated with charge, but the half-width
of the smDCV subpool is directly related to the
charge. (B) Individual amperometric spikes that
represent the average half-width and Q1/3 for the
three control subpools of vesicles are shown on
the same scale. (C) With loss of syt I, there is an
overall slowing of release time from the cells. (D)
Individual amperometric spikes that represent the
syt I knockdown SCV and DCV subpools with
average half-widths (9.5 and 10.9 ms, respectively)
and Q1/3 (0.41 and 0.57, respectively) are shown on
the same scale as those shown in panel B.
2846 Adams and Harkinshave a slower rising phase than the representativeWT spikes
(Fig. 6 B).DISCUSSION
From previous amperometry analysis acquired from syt I
knockdown cells in our laboratory (32), we hypothesized
that DCVs had impaired release compared to SCVs. We
further hypothesized that syt I was an important protein
for DCV release and likely involved in regulating the ki-
netics of release. In these cells, with RNAi targeting only
syt I, the other syt isoform expression remained unaltered,
as did the SNARE protein expression (28). Here, we show
with computational analysis that there are three major
subpools of vesicles detected visually with electron micro-
scopy, and functionally with measured release of transmit-
ters from full fusion events in WT PC12 cells. The three
major subpools of vesicles are comprised of one subpool
of SCV and two subpools of DCV. When syt I was targeted
for stable knockdown with RNAi, the vesicle subpools that
were formed within the cells and the vesicles released
upon stimulation are altered. With syt I knockdown, the
smaller DCVs are abolished and the release kinetics of those
remaining vesicles are altered. As previously reported, syt I
is required for release of at least one subpool of vesicles
(22), and when syt I is abolished, it caused slower full fusion
of vesicles (30). Our results suggest an additional function
of syt I, in which it plays a role in the synthesis, trafficking,
maturation, and/or maintenance of smDCV. In the absence
of syt I, neurosecretory cells do not maintain a subpool of
smDCVs, and the cells therefore do not release these
vesicles.Biophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849Methods for fitting vesicle subpool data
Here, we have considered a variety of mathematical analysis
methods for optimal fitting of population data. In general,
when compared to standard histogram methods, these
methods yield similar results with a fraction of the data
points. Using the EMA, less than a quarter of data are neces-
sary to have the same fitting accuracy of overlapping popu-
lations compared to the histogram method (see Fig. S3 E),
and less than half as much data are necessary for estimating
the center location with the same accuracy (see Fig. S3 D).
We present evidence that at least one vesicular subpool has a
non-Gaussian distribution (Fig. 3, C and D). WT data sets
showed a peaked lgDCV with kurtosis of roughly 1. This in-
formation is valuable in a field of research where popula-
tions of vesicles are analyzed as Gaussian distributions.
The peaked EP distribution of the lgDCV subpool may be
a result of cellular control on any aspect of synthesis, traf-
ficking, maturation, maintenance, or release of vesicles.
We theorize that the lgDCVs may have a structurally
optimal maturation size, and after maturation, the vesicles
deviate exponentially away from this optimal size.
An additional beneficial mathematical method is the
KDE, which allows a more intuitive observation of data fre-
quency than a traditional histogram. Additionally KDEs
allow observation of subtle data densities that are exhibited
as spikes that can be overlooked as stochastic noise in histo-
grams (see, for example, Section S2 in the Supporting Ma-
terial). In addition to our evidence that the lgDCV subpool is
better fit by a distribution closer to the Laplace distribution,
we found other densities throughout the spectrum that are
consistent for cellular data comparisons (see Fig. S2 B).
The peaks of the fits could represent the kurtotic centers
Syt I and Small Dense Core Vesicles 2847of functionally distinct populations of vesicles comprising
additional subcategories of the SCV, smDCV, and lgDCV
subpools.Subpools of vesicles
It is well accepted that neurosecretory cells release SCVs
and DCVs. Less accepted, however, is that researchers
have proposed and shown support for two subpools of
DCV in neuroendocrine cells (18–21). Here, we show
with a two-dimensional KDE plot of Q1/3 and half-width
that the fit of the data suggests two subpools of DCVs and
one subpool of SCV (Fig. 6 A). The smaller-diameter popu-
lation of vesicles is distinguished as SCV, and the two
larger-diameter populations are distinguished as smDCV
and lgDCV primarily because the lower-right population
contains a higher frequency of large vesicles, and was there-
fore labeled as lgDCV. These populations share consistent
kinetics with previous amperometric data reported by Grab-
ner et al. (21), who found that in mouse chromaffin cells,
smDCVs have a strong linear correlation between Q1/3
and half-width, and that the larger smDCVs have a greater
half-width than lgDCVs. In the same study, it was reported
that as lgDCVs increase in quantal size, half-width does not
increase, but remains at ~5 ms (21).
From our experiments, we cannot know whether the
smallest population of vesicles in the amperometric data is
due to the release of SCV, and whether the two larger
populations are due to the release of DCVs. However, by
comparing the most likely distributions of subpools
observed in the electron microscopy data (Fig. 1 B) with
the three populations in amperometric data (Fig. 2 C), the
characteristics of the fit of sizes, positions, and shapes of
the three populations of vesicles closely resemble each
other. Additionally, the robust fitting algorithm (DBIC)
advised that there are only three abundant populations of
vesicles determined from both the microscopy and the
amperometric data (Figs. 1 C and 2 B). We determined
that by using the fitting algorithm on simulated data sets
like the WT amperometric dataset with 2925 events, the al-
gorithm would score the correct number of populations with
a BIC < 10 ~ 100% of the time (see Fig. S3 G). If the con-
centration of catecholamines is consistent within DCVs as
reported in other studies (20,45,46), then it is reasonable
to consider that the three major subpools of vesicles deter-
mined by microscopy are the same three subpools deter-
mined by amperometry.
Previously, the populations of different-sized release
events in PC12 cells have been suggested to be due to partial
release of a fraction of vesicles, and full release of other ves-
icles (24). However, our microscopy data support the idea of
multiple subpools by distribution of vesicle sizes that are
present in the cells before vesicle release. In addition, all
of the analysis reported here was performed on ampero-
metric spikes that are >2.5 of the RMS noise, and doesnot include any prespike foot waveforms, which would sug-
gest partial opening of the fusion pore followed by closure
of the fusion pore without releasing the full contents of
the vesicle.Syt I knockdown affects DCVs
In the computational analysis of the amperometric data, we
have found two distinct subpools of DCV, with one subpool
having smaller diameters and <Q1/3 value than the larger
diameter and correspondingly larger Q1/3 vesicle subpool.
Furthermore, we have found that the smaller subpool of
DCVs is disproportionately affected by targeted knockdown
of syt I. We have based the two subpools of DCVs on vesicle
size and release kinetics. They may correspond to the two
most abundant pools of DCVs that predominantly express
the two most abundantly expressed isoforms of syt in
PC12 cells, syt I and syt IX (15,28,48). Interestingly, syt
VII has been reported previously to be a much less abundant
syt isoform compared to either syt I or IX (28,49) and was
noted by Zhang et al. (15) to be sparse and to associate
with the larger vesicles. Our sparse fourth population of
lgDCVs with the largest diameters may correlate to a popu-
lation of vesicles that express syt VII.
If the maturation of DCVs described by Tooze (50) repre-
sents the normal cycle of DCV migration and aging (23),
then the readily releasable pool of vesicles reported in
PC12 cells may represent a younger, physically smaller
diameter subpool of DCVs (smDCVs) whose release is
controlled by syt I. Interestingly, Ba2þ is reported to release
the slowly releasable pool of vesicles, but acts on only a
small fraction (0–13%) of the readily releasable pool
(23,51,52). Ba2þ has also been associated with vesicle sub-
pools that express syt isoforms other than syt I (15). If the
slowly releasable pool of vesicles found in PC12 cells repre-
sent a more mature and/or aged subpool of vesicles, these
larger vesicles may also be present as the older, and larger
diameter subpool of DCVs (lgDCVs) that we report here.
These lgDCVs may express syt isoforms other than, or in
addition to, syt I, as well as to permit the regulation of
vesicle release by Ba2þ.
Lai et al. (53) suggested that syt I is necessary for efficient
pore opening and expansion, but is not necessary for the
initial hemifusion. Furthermore, by employing multiple
syt I mutations, Lynch et al. (54) showed that the number
of fusion events from PC12 cells as well as the size of the
resulting fusion pore was dependent on syt I. They sug-
gested the fusion pore diameter is likely related to pore
expansion rate. Based on the observations of Lynch et al.
(54), the increased fall time seen in our syt I knockdown
cells is likely due to a smaller fusion pore diameter, and
the increased rise time is likely due to a slower pore expan-
sion rate.
Whether syt I has an effect on the resulting vesicle size, or
syt I segregates to vesicles that were already smaller, asBiophysical Journal 107(12) 2838–2849
2848 Adams and Harkinssuggested by Zhang et al. (15), remains unclear. From the
electron micrographs, we have found that the smDCVs
were lost before any stimulated release (Fig. 4 B), and that
there was an increased proportion of SCVs to DCVs. The
impact of this finding supports the idea that syt I not only
affects the release kinetics of vesicles, but also affects at
least one step in the process of synthesis, trafficking, matu-
ration, and/or maintenance of smaller dense core vesicles in
the cells. Evidence for a role of syt I in synthesis of a vesicle
subpool is weak. However, syt I may play a role in changing
or merging vesicle subpools. Stimulation of PC12 cells with
Sr2þ and Ba2þ caused events indicated by syt I-pHluorin,
suggesting that some vesicles had both syt I and another
syt isoform, likely syt IX (15).
Our data may indicate that in the syt I knockdown cells,
the proportion of the nontargeted syt isoforms may have
become rearranged on vesicles, yielding a different profile
of vesicle release kinetics and vesicle diameters than the
WT cells. To date, the role that syt isoforms may play in
vesicle trafficking is not well understood. However, Mat-
suoka et al. (55) suggested that both syt I and syt IX may
compete for the trafficking of vesicles from the ER to the
cell surface, and may colocalize with syt VII as a part of
this process. Furthermore, Walter et al. (56) suggest that
all synaptic vesicles are released through the same pathways
(i.e., the slowly releasable pool must transition to the readily
releasable pool to be released), and that the function of syt I
is to stabilize the readily releasable pool. Therefore, because
the smDCV subpool of vesicles is lost in syt I knockdown
cells, syt I may have a role in at least one step involving
vesicle formation, trafficking, or maintenance.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods, ten equations, four figures, and two ta-
bles are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
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